An integral automotive-style door gives access to the driver's compartment. Power windows, map pocket, and defogger controls greatly increase the driver's control and safety. Large front and side windows allow unbelievable visibility in nearly all directions.

A 40-degree angled windshield and patented aerodynamic design significantly reduce cross and frontal wind resistance, road noise, and fuel consumption. And with the industry-leading Workhorse chassis, you'll have the ease and convenience of many Workhorse service centers available for routine check-ups.

Ready to roll
As nimble as a mountain goat! A 340 horsepower, 8.1 litre Vortec engine surprises you with power and performance.

The Land Yacht's hinged hood can be removed for even easier servicing. The large overhang allows free access to batteries and fluid level checks.

Super storage
A huge rear trunk and plenty of full-sized, lighted exterior compartments give you up to 67 cubic feet of exterior storage. The high-gloss fibreglass shell gives a striking appearance and is easy to maintain; beneath the skin, aluminum-finned sidewall and roof construction gives it superior strength without extra weight.